The ratcheted and ratchetable structural states of RNA polymerase underlie multiple transcriptional functions.
DNA-dependent RNA polymerase (RNAP) accomplishes multiple tasks during transcription by assuming different structural forms. Reportedly, the "tight" form performs nucleotide addition to nascent RNA, while the "ratcheted" form is adopted for transcription inhibition. In this study, we performed Cys-pair crosslinking (CPX) analyses of various transcription complexes of a bacterial RNAP and crystallographic analyses of its backtracked and Gre-factor-bound states to clarify which of the two forms is adopted. The ratcheted form was revealed to support GreA-dependent transcript cleavage, long backtracking, hairpin-dependent pausing, and termination. In contrast, the tight form correlated with nucleotide addition, mismatch-dependent pausing, one-nucleotide backtracking, and factor-independent transcript cleavage. RNAP in the paused/backtracked state, but not the nucleotide-addition state, readily transitions to the ratcheted form ("ratchetable"), indicating that the tight form represents two distinct regulatory states. The 3' end and the hairpin structure of the nascent RNA promote the ratchetable nature by modulating the trigger-loop conformation.